2001 ford explorer 5.0

Between my father and I, this would be the fourth Explorer in the family and they have never
failed us. But we do the maintenance! The transmission failure is due to contaminated fluid
plugging up the ECT and the transmission does not need to be replaced for the shift flair! Do
your research. I broke my back and find this vehicle comfortable for long trips and am pleased
with the 19 mpg average. The quality of the interior is first rate and conveniently laid out. The
ride is a little stiff but is quiet and poor weather driving is excellent. The HVAC cools and heats
the interior well, but can be slow to warm on cold days. If you do the maintenance, yours should
run well as well. This was my first vehicle purchase. I've never been fond of Fords, but this
vehicle definitely changed my opinion. I'm starting to run into some issues at 87, miles, all
minor and relatively cheap fixes - but my biggest hassle was with the fuel pump. Finding a
replacement was extremely difficult. It's a comfortable, reliable ride, and has lots of hidey-holes
where you can keep tool kits, travel bags and other knick-knacks hidden and out of the way. I
bought this vehicle new in March and we use it for traveling and pulling our boat. With 80, miles
on it, it is still as tight as the day we bought it I can't say that about my sisters GMC Jimmy that
she bought at the same time! The Explorer is excellent in the snow and mud and will take
almost anything you can throw at it. Bought Dora The Explorer in with 40K miles on her. To date
I have replaced the thermostat, both radiator hoses innie and outie , brakes, serpentine belt and
tires. She has never let me down and has k on her. The most reliable vehicle I have ever owned,
hands down. This is one of that last real SUVs - built on a truck chassis Ranger platform. We
lived in mountains of northern New Mexico and spent a lot of time boulder crawling on two-track
roads along mountain ridges. Great 4X4 capability as well as highway capability. The explorer is
paid off and still alive. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Explorer.
View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3
stars 2 stars 1 star. Love it! Safety Performance Interior Comfort Reliability. Items per page:.
Write a review See all Explorers for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Explorer. Sign Up. A
majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. The connecting rods were shortened to allow the
use of the same pistons as the It replaced the early in the model year. The most common form
of this engine used a two-barrel carburetor, initially with 9. It had hydraulic lifters and valves of
1. Optional was a four-barrel version rated at hp kW at 4, rpm. The was manufactured in Windsor
from to This is where the Windsor name comes from. In , the manufacturing of the engine was
moved from Windsor, Ontario to Cleveland, Ohio. Along with the move came most changes that
stayed with it for the remainder of its life. These were longer valve stems with rotating lash
caps, bottle neck type rocker studs for a positive stop nut arrangement and a longer pushrod to
correct valve train geometry. Emission regulations caused a progressive reduction in
compression ratio for the two-barrel, to 9. In that year, U. By , its power dropped as low as hp 91
kW. Until fuel injection began to appear in the s, net power ratings did not rise above hp kW.
From the car model year, the became more commonly known as the 5. In the carbureted engine
was replaced with throttle-body fuel injection. For the model year, Ford went to sequential
multi-port fuel injection which is identifiable by the large intake with the EFI 5. Electronic fuel

injection first appeared for the on the Lincoln Continental in The first incarnation of the 5 litre or
5. A water passage revision and a firing order change for High Output variants saw out the 5.
These specs may not be correct for your application. Verify your engine specs with a service
manual for your year and model. Always torque bolts in three equal increments. Bore X Stroke:
3. Sealer water jacket 70 ft-lbs. Rocker Arms Engine Oil 20 ft-lbs. Oil Pump Engine Oil 25 ft-lbs.
Oil Pan Engine Oil 15 ft-lbs. Camshaft Thrust Plate Thread Locker 10 ft-lbs. Cam Bolt upper gear
Thread Locker 40 ft-lbs. Front Cover Engine Oil 20 ft-lbs. Valve Cover Engine Oil 10 ft-lbs.
Flexplate Automatic. Flywheel Clutch Thread Locker 85 ft-lbs. Clutch Pressure Plate Thread
Locker 35 ft-lbs. Centerbolt Harmonic Damper Thread Locker 90 ft-lbs. Bellhousing
Transmission to Block Engine Oil 25 ft-lbs. The came with 2 different size spark plugs. Ford
switched to the smaller base spark plug in with the appearance of the D8OE heads. I use to have
a in my Ford Ranger. The returned in as the 5. The block was fitted with revised, taller lifter
bosses to accept roller lifters, and a steel camshaft in , and electronic sequential fuel injection
was introduced in While sequential injection was used on the Mustang beginning in , many
other vehicles, including trucks, continued to use a batch-fire fuel injection system. The
speed-density based EFI systems used a large, two-piece, cast-aluminum manifold. It was fitted
on all engines through , after which year it was phased out for a mass-air type measuring
system in most applications non-California compliant Panther platform cars retained the
speed-density system until the Lincoln Town Car received the Modular V8 for model year , and
the Crown Victoria and Grand Marquis for The MAF system continued, with minor revisions,
until the retirement of the engine in Ford Factory 5. In mid, the Explorer and Mountaineer 5.
They also had smaller cc combustion chambers for added compression, and the combustion
chamber shape was revised to put the spark plug tip near the center of the chamber for a more
even burn. These GT40P heads are considered by many enthusiasts to be extremely efficient.
Featured on the 93 Cobra and Cobra R fox Mustangs. It apparently flows the best of the 3
designs, albeit a very small amount. Easier to find an early version. You can tell right away
which version the upper is, the later ones had two surfaces, in the middle where the EGR was is
a channel instead of one complete flat surface for all 8 ports, you get 4 on each side. Very hard
to find and desirable lower intake manifold. This would have an F3 meaning in the part number.
Sold as a kit from the performance catalog from to , this is a modified Explorer lower intake to fit
your fox. Check out the Ford Explorer 5. From Ford used a cid V8 instead of the The is
essentially a cid with the cylinder bores reduced to 3. Rated power SAE net was hp kW ,
depending on year and application. Cylinder heads, which were specific to this engine, used
smaller combustion chambers and valves, and the intake ports were oval whereas the others
were all rectangular. The only externally visible clue was the use of an open-runner intake
manifold with a stamped-steel lifter valley cover attached to its underside, reminiscent of
previous-generation V8 engines. Some variants i. Mercury Grand Marquis were fitted with a
variable-venturi carburetor which were capable of highway fuel economy in excess of 27 MPG.
As mentioned above, the only externally visible cue was the use of an open runner intake
manifold. See the photos below:. Torque Specifications These specs may not be correct for
your application. Always torque bolts in three equal increments Bore X Stroke: 3. Outer Main
Cap Bolts Engine 40 ft-lbs. Connecting Rod , , Engine Oil 25 ft-lbs. Cylinder Heads Engine oil
blind hole Sealer water jacket 70 ft-lbs. More Articles:. This page is going to talk solely about the
engine itself. Ford introduced the 5. It was only available in the 2wd models that first year, and
had hp and ft-lb of torque. For , revised cylinder heads increased output of the 5. The 5. They
also accommodate different spark-plug angles that facilitate easier plug replacement. GT40
heads are a factory small block ford head found on a certain vehicles. They were most famous
for their debut on the Cobra. The GT40P heads had a small combustion chamber ranging from
cc while the GT40 heads had a cc combustion chamber. The GT40P heads also had a different
spark plug placement making header choice important. GT40P specific headers are needed
unless you use spark plug wires with 90 degree boots to clear the heads. Finally, the last
difference between the two are valves. Both have 1. All Ford Explorer 5. Furthermore, there is a
boss for the ACT sensor located on runner 5, but it is not drilled. Meaning, there are zero
provisions for internal EGR. These later model intakes have thinner walls.
2006 3 series bmw
warn winch wiring kit
2004 cadillac srx radio
Furthermore, there is no boss for the ACT sensor. The Ford Explorer 5. The BW is a chain
driven part-time transfer case that offers torque on demand through a viscous coupling. The
viscous coupling is a 2-piece part, filled with a viscous fluid and clutch packs. Under normal
conditions, the inner and outer portions of the coupling are spinning at the same speed. When

there is slippage in the rear axle, the rotation of the 2-parts change; since the front tires are
spinning slower, the inner portion is rotating slower than the outer. As the fluid thickens, it
creates friction, by putting more force on the clutches inside the coupling. This then causes
more power output to the front tires. If you decide to add the Explorer 5. The good news is that
the 4R70W automatic used behind the Explorer 5. Many have chosen to use the BW which is a
manual transfer case found on the Ford F The frame rails on the Ford Explorer are spaced wider
than they are on a Ford Ranger. Explorer 5. More Articles:.

